Documentation Needed To Complete IDCMP

- Court Sentencing Order (must have at time of Intake/Screening Appointment)
- Certified Driving Record from NH and:
  - Certified Driving Record from state from which driver’s license at time of offense was held
  - Certified Driving Record from state where current DWI offense occurred
  - Certified Driving Record from any state where you have had a DWI in lifetime
- Arrest Report
- Arrest Narrative
- Chemical Test Documentation/Documentation of Test Refusal

*Must be money order or certified bank check
**All payments due at time of service

You are here.
Be sure to call within 3 days of conviction/release from House of Corrections.

Intake/Screening Appointment
$75.00 Money Order to “NCHC-IDCMP”*
$70.00 Money Order to “State of NH Treasury”*

Evaluation
$200.00 Money Order to “NCHC-IDCMP”*

Intake/Screening Appointment

Impaired Driver Education Class
$300.00 Money Order to “NCHC-IDCMP”*

Impaired Driver Education Class
$300.00 Money Order to “NCHC-IDCMP”*

Care Management Calls
$30.00 per call; Up to 2 calls per month

Counseling Sessions
Cost varies dependent on insurance coverage and counselor

Other Potential Costs
*$350.00 out-of-state services fee
*$50.00 out-of-state paperwork completion fee

Please call our IDCMP Team with any questions or to schedule your intake/screening appointment.
603-259-3700